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PHOTO:  Afghan National Army 
soldiers stand proud to the audience 
attending the commemoration of the 
1st birthday of the 205th Afghan Na-
tional Army Corps at Camp Shir Zai, 
Kandahar Province, Afghanistan, 21 
September 2005. (U.S. Army, PFC 
Leslie Angulo)

We can help train an army, we can help equip an army, we can help build 
facilities for the army, but only the Afghan people can breathe a soul into 
that army.1

—lieutenant General Karl eikenberry, U.S. army

S ince the launch of Operation enduring Freedom (OeF) in 
2001 and the subsequent fall of the taliban, the islamic Republic of 

afghanistan has made great strides towards democracy: a written constitu-
tion, a popularly elected president, a representative parliament, a supreme 
court, and numerous nation-building institutions. however, many parts of 
the country remain restive, especially the southern and eastern provinces 
bordering Pakistan. even as the natO-led international Security assistance 
Force (iSaF) tackles a determined and resurgent taliban, the long-term 
stability of afghanistan rests on the shoulders of its security apparatus—
an integral component of which is the afghan national army (ana)—in 
light of constant taliban reminders that “the americans may have all the 
wristwatches, but we have all the time.”2

the numerous articles and reports written on the afghan army tend to focus 
on specific aspects of the organization and paint partial, skewed, sometimes 
negative or sometimes overly optimistic pictures of it. even though former 
natO Supreme commander, General James l. Jones, testified that “the 
afghan national army is the most successful pillar of our reconstruction 
efforts to date,” it is clear that a tremendous amount of work remains to be 
done.3 this article offers a holistic picture of the army’s progress since its 
formation in november 2002. it looks at the history of national armies of the 
afghan state and the afghan army’s parameters (beginning and desired end 
state), provides a snapshot of the current afghan “military balance,” and offers 
insight into the afghan army’s training and operational performance. 

The Past
the afghan national army is not afghanistan’s first national army; one 

existed at the birth of the afghan nation state in 1919. unfortunately, its 
history has closely mirrored the volatile fortunes of the state. From indepen-
dence to 1933, emirs and kings feared that an efficient army would attract 
“ambitious contenders for power to subvert sections of afghanistan for their 
own political purposes” and deliberately neglected the national army. conse-
quently, it devolved into “little more than a collection of small infantry units 
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and, owing to the costs of horses and the upkeep, a 
declining number of cavalry units.”4 the artillery 
pieces and ammunition were stored in Kabul as a 
precaution against misbehavior in tribal areas.

the neglect of the national army was to change 
after World War ii. afghanistan had acted as a 
buffer state between British east india and the 
Soviet union, but British withdrawal from South 
asia disturbed the geopolitical equilibrium. afghan 
rulers modernized the armed forces in order to pos-
sess a credible deterrent force against the Soviet 
union, to suppress tribal revolts, and to strengthen 
the central government’s authority.5 the first hint 
of a modern national army came in 1937, when 
afghanistan invited turkey to reorganize afghani-
stan’s 60,000-strong conscript army. the turks 
formed a command structure of divisions and bri-
gades, augmenting each echelon headquarters with 
supporting staff. the officer corps was regularized 
to ensure professional leadership, and a military 
academy established to institutionalize the training 
and education of officers. a small air force also 
began to take shape.6

turkey was soon followed by Germany and 
the united States, with the latter training afghan 
army officers from 1956 to 1978.7 the Soviets first 
equipped the afghans in 1956, and trained them in 
the Soviet union and czechoslovakia after 1961.8 
By the early 1970s, ten times as many afghan offi-
cers had been trained in the Soviet union as in the 
united States.9 until the eve of the Soviet occupa-
tion in 1979, the Soviets provided more than $1 
billion in military aid in tandem with $1.25 billion in 
economic aid.10 the national army grew to 100,000 
men, supported by a 10,000-man air force.11

On paper, the national army in 1979 was a com-
paratively well-equipped army of conscripts, led 
by a professional officer corps and organized to 
modern standards. in many ways, the army was 
the most important modernizing institution of the 
country; however, the financial costs for this were 
high. the military budget took a lion’s share of the 
annual budget, and this necessitated further reliance 
on Soviet support.12 the performance of elite afghan 
units impressed analysts, but the rest of the army was 
made up of illiterate and politically backward con-
scripts who were largely unwilling to serve, poorly 
trained, and suffering from low morale.13 an ethnic 
imbalance was evident. the professional officers 

were “largely from prosperous Pashtun farming fam-
ilies, and also educated tajiks,” while the enlisted 
personnel were conscripts from poor (landless or 
peasant) classes of all ethnic groups, but frequently 
hazaras and uzbeks, tajiks, and turkmen.14 

the 1979-1992 war saw afghanistan’s army 
gradually disintegrate, as deserting conscripts 
depleted its ranks, and it relied increasingly on 
Soviet forces. afghan conscripts were hesitant to 
suppress kinsmen at the behest of a foreign occu-
pier, and the merciless treatment of “traitors” at the 
hands of mujahideen (afghan resistance) forces 
exacerbated this mindset.15 With the collapse of 
the Soviet-backed regime in 1992, the state disinte-
grated, a fate that soon consumed the once modern 
national army.

Parameters of the ANA 
a decade later, in an attempt to rebuild a war-

ravaged afghanistan, the united States led the inter-
national effort to “establish a nationally respected, 
professional, ethnically balanced, afghan national 
army that is democratically accountable, organized, 
trained, and equipped to meet the security needs of 
the country.”16 although constant conflict, harsh 
terrain, and hardihood have cultivated the afghans’ 
abilities to soldier, building the afghan army was 
not an easy task for the u.S. and coalition partners. 
a large pool of combat veterans existed, but almost 
all were guerrilla fighters and most had never served 
in an organized, professional army loyal to the state. 
they had only fought for strongmen, religious par-
ties, and ethnic or tribal groups. the afghan civil 
war of the 1990s also meant that institutions that 
once provided regimentation, professional training, 
and education to the military were now defunct. 
low literacy rates, the limited influence of the 
central government, ethnic rivalries, and provincial 
strongmen also made the task of building the army 
quite arduous.17

a former afghan minister of interior with an 
intimate understanding of afghanistan believes that 
“the major challenge is to create a military loyal to 
the state, a nationally oriented, ethnically balanced, 
morally disciplined, professionally skilled, and 
operationally coherent afghan army.”18 Recognizing 
this, combined Security transition command—
afghanistan (cStc-a), the headquarters “responsi-
ble for manning, equipping and training the afghan 
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national army,” defined the army’s end state as 
“a respected, multi-ethnic, affordable, sustainable, 
loyal, and competent ministry of defense, general 
staff, and sustaining institutions capable of directing, 
commanding, controlling, training and supporting 
operational forces that have the capability to conduct 
internal counterinsurgency operations with limited 
international assistance.”19 

Afghanistan’s Military Balance 
as of July 2008, the afghan army had “63,000 

troops in the field and another 9,000 in training,” 
halfway towards the recently revised goal of a 
134,000-strong force, which would allow the afghan 
government to assume the lead for security opera-
tions in the country.20 the ethnically balanced force 
of 15 brigades is geographically distributed with the 
201st afghan national army corps headquartered in 
Kabul, the 203d in Gardez, the 205th in Kandahar, 
the 207th in herat, and the 209th in Mazar-e-Sharif, 
with the balance assigned to the ana air corps 
(anaac), the afghan Ministry of Defense, and 
associated institutions.21 even with these advances, 
the afghan military apparatus and its sub-units are 
still very much a “work in progress.” 

With a vision of 7,500 airmen and 125 fixed-wing 
and rotary aircraft stationed across afghanistan, the 
air corps—in partnership with cStc-a’s combined 
air Power transition Force—has made valuable 
progress toward operational readiness. With a fleet 
of  27 aircraft (Mi-17s, Mi-35s, an-32s, and an-26s) 
and a core of 301 veteran pilots (who, on average, 
are 44 years old and have individually logged 2,500 
flight hours) the air corps met significant milestones 
in 2007, including flying the inaugural presidential 
flight that May and conducting heliborne missions 
in support of joint ana-iSaF patrols in June.22

now, the air corps flies about 800 sorties a month; 
is responsible for transporting 90 percent of the 

army’s passenger load (compared to 10 percent in 
2007); and has over 50 medical evacuation (mede-
vac) missions under its belt. it is headquartered in 
Joint aviation Facility One, a modern 57-aircraft 
capacity homebase.23 even so, the air corps is likely 
to rely on coalition air assets in the near future until 
more pilots are qualified, additional aircraft are 
acquired, logistic support bases are stocked and 
established, and training and doctrine institutional-
ized. While the corps is expected to reach opera-
tional readiness for mobility missions (medevac, 
general logistical support, and battlefield move-
ment capabilities) with a 61-strong fleet in 2011, 
counterinsurgency capabilities like intelligence, 
surveillance, reconnaissance, and ground attack are 
not expected until sometime beyond 2016.24

as the afghan army is primarily an infantry-
centric force, the majority of its brigades consist of 
three light infantry kandaks (battalions), one combat 
support kandak, and one combat service support 
kandak. in certain designated quick reaction forces, 
the three infantry kandaks are replaced with com-
mando (Ranger/light infantry), mechanized infan-
try, and armored kandaks. When anti-government 
elements wage a resurgent guerrilla campaign, the 
army requires specialized units trained in irregular 
warfare. the army’s chief of operations, a gradu-
ate of the u.S. army Ranger and Special Forces 
schools, explained that “this is not a question of 
using a big force against this enemy . . . in fact, it is 
very important to use a smaller force, well-trained, 
professional for the special operations to deal with 
this enemy.”25 to further enhance its strike capabil-
ity, special combat veterans have been selected to 
form six 650-man commando kandaks which will 
be the best equipped and most highly trained in 
the army.26 Mentored by u.S. Special Forces, four 
commando kandaks have been attached to ana 
corps. there is a fifth commando kandak in train-
ing, and the establishment of a commando brigade 
headquarters is in the works.27

the army has taken on more responsibilities in 
major operations, including planning joint opera-
tions with coalition forces, but it still depends on 
coalition forces for combat and combat service 
support. in 2006, retired General Barry Mccaffrey 
highlighted the plight of the army: “the afghan 
army is miserably under resourced. this is now a 
major morale factor for their soldiers . . . army field 

As of July 2008, the Afghan army 
had “63,000 troops in the field and 

another 9,000 in training”, half-
way towards the recently revised 
goal of a 134,000-strong force…
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commanders told me that they try to seize weapons 
from the taliban who they believe are much better 
armed. Many soldiers and police have little ammu-
nition and few magazines, no body armor or blast 
glasses, no Kevlar helmets, no up-armored hum-
vees, or light armor tracked vehicles.”28 Mccaffrey 
estimated that for the army to truly become a “well 
equipped, disciplined, multi-ethnic, literate and 
trained . . . first-line counterinsurgency force,” and 
for america to be fully out of afghanistan by the 
year 2020, it would cost about $1.2 billion annually 
for 10 years.29 

thus far, american assistance to afghanistan 
from FY2001 to FY2008 totaled $26.2 billion: 
$17.2 billion (66 percent) for afghan security 
forces; $7.7 billion (29 percent) for economic and 
social development; and $1.3 billion (5 percent) 
for governance, rule of law, and human rights.30 
in contrast, the budget for u.S. military operations 
for the corresponding period amounted to $146.4 
billion.31 although afghanistan has made modest 
economic progress, it will depend on foreign 
partners for financial support, especially when the 
afghan security sector’s current model costs 17 
percent of afghanistan’s GDP (2004/2005), a figure 
unsustainable by even the richest countries, much 
less a developing one.32

Despite $822 million worth of donations from 
46 coalition partners and another $194 million 
pending approval, the afghan army nonetheless 
“suffers from insufficient fire power, the lack of 
indigenous combat air support and the absence of 
a self-sustaining operational budget.”33 insufficient 
firepower and inadequate protection have resulted 
in increasing casualty rates among afghan troops 
as the army takes on more responsibility. Some 
estimates claim that 40 to 60 afghan soldiers perish 
for every coalition soldier killed in action.34 the 
army’s reliance on foreign military support for the 
foreseeable future is apparent on the ground. the 

commander of 205th corps says, “i confess we can’t 
do it ourselves. We are a poor country.”35 

Recent escalations of violence in iraq may have 
taken the spotlight away from afghanistan, but 
a resurgent taliban and internal friction among 
natO members has once again drawn attention 
back to the impoverished state. at a congressional 
testimony in February 2007, lieutenant General 
Karl eikenberry, former commander of american 
forces in afghanistan, testified that while natO 
had made progress in afghanistan, a lot of work 
remained and much needed improvements must 
be made. “natO countries must do more to fulfill 
their commitments to provide sufficient forces and 
capabilities to the mission and increase their level of 
support to the training and equipping of the afghan 
national security forces,” remarked eikenberry.36 
Mary Beth long, principal deputy assistant sec-
retary of defense for international affairs, told the 
house armed Services committee, “Our focus in 
the out years will then shift to sustainment which we 
estimate at approximately $2 billion annually.”37 

although annual afghan army recruitment num-
bers have doubled from monthly averages of 1,000 
in 2004 to over 2,000 in 2008, the focus has been to 
ensure the quality and establish the quantity of an 
effective army.38 even so, afghan Defense Minis-
ter abdul Rahim Wardak stressed that much work 
remained, as the enemy was emboldened with the 
belief “that if foreign troops suffered many more 
losses, the international community would leave 
afghanistan.”39 Wardak believes that for afghani-
stan to defend itself against external and internal 
threats, “the minimum number we can survive 
on within this complex, strategic environment 
[is] 150,000 to 200,000 [troops], well-trained and 
equipped, with mobility and firepower and logisti-
cal and training institutions,” a sentiment that has 
been echoed by the army chief of staff, the deputy 
chief of staff, and the speaker of the lower house 
of Parliament.40

With the increase in recruitment numbers and a 
revised goal of a 134,000-strong (from the initial 
goal of 70,000) army, training “had to split off 
from [the] Kabul Military training center, where 
most of the basic training is going on, and two 
more basic training areas [added].”41 to assist with 
an afghan government directive to recruit 2,000 
afghan soldiers per month, the number of u.S. 

The army has taken on more 
responsibilities…, but it still 
depends on coalition forces 

for combat and combat  
service support.
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service personnel mentoring the afghan army was 
to increase from 2,900 to 3,600 by april 2007.42 
Military commitments worldwide and the additional 
task of building the afghan national Police delayed 
the deployment of all the required u.S. trainers, so 
by March of 2008 only 1,062 out of 2,391 (44 per-
cent) billets were filled.43 as a result, iSaF partners, 
especially natO members, were asked to take on 
more responsibility to help the afghan army meet 
its recruitment goal. Strategically, natO’s Secre-
tary General Jaap de hoop Scheffer envisaged that 
afghan security forces would gradually take control 
in the spring of 2008.44 in august 2008, the afghans 
did take responsibility for Kabul’s security, but it 
was largely a symbolic move that did not alter the 
levels or operational requirements of iSaF troops 
in the capital.45

Training the Afghan  
National Army

the training and mentoring of the afghan army 
falls under the responsibility of cStc-a, but it is 
not solely an american effort. thirteen additional 
coalition partners—including canada, croatia, 
France, Germany, italy, Mongolia, norway, Poland, 
Romania, Slovenia, Sweden, the netherlands, and 
the united Kingdom (uK)—operate under the 

auspices of combined Joint task Force Phoenix, 
where they “mentor the ana in leadership, staff, 
and support functions, planning, assessing, support-
ing, and execution of operations and training doc-
trine, tactics, techniques, and procedures.”46 Most 
formal training is in Kabul at the military training 
center, the Bridmal (battle buddy) ncO academy, 
the national Military academy of afghanistan, and 
the afghan command and General Staff college, 
but learning does not stop there, as soldiers and 
units are continually monitored and mentored by 
american embedded training teams and 21 coali-
tion operational mentoring liaison teams embedded 
in afghan army kandaks, brigades, garrisons, and 
corps hQs.47

a soldier begins his career at Kabul training 
center where he is assigned to a kandak for seven 
weeks of basic warrior training under the watchful 
eye of afghan army instructors and u.S. mentors. 
Beyond instilling military skills and teamwork, 
basic training attempts to forge common bonds and 
break down barriers between the different ethnic 
groups. after initial entry training, recruits with 
leadership potential leave the kandak to attend a 
uK-led noncommissioned officers (ncO) course 
before joining the next kandak as section leaders, 
while the remaining recruits will either receive 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Navy Admiral Mike Mullen, center, walks with Afghan National Army Minister of  
Defense Abdul Raheem Wardak, left, and COL Thomas J. McGrath, after his arrival to a forward operating base in  
Western Kandahar in southern Afghanistan, 21 December 2007.
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advanced infantry training, undergo another mili-
tary specialty course, or be posted to their newly 
assigned units.48 at the conclusion of this initial 
phase of training, the recruits become afghan sol-
diers and are joined by their ncOs and officers. 

Because afghan soldiers, ncOs, and officers 
are trained separately and by different nations, 
there is a need to consolidate their training so that 
they can perform as a cohesive kandak. thus, 
afghan army units undergo a validation process 
in the form of a two-week-long field exercise con-
ducted by the canadian afghan national training 
center Detachment. this training exercise proves 
the tactical effectiveness of afghan units as they 
conduct such scenarios as raids, ambushes, hasty 
attacks, hasty defenses, and even operations other 
than war.49 in addition, newly minted kandaks will 
undergo a 60-day period of individual and col-
lective training within their higher headquarters’ 
(corps/brigade) area of operations before being 
rotated to combat operations.50

the increased need for officers opened the door 
for 8,000 leaders—either former national army 
officers whose positions had once been declared 
redundant, or former mujahideen officers who had 
been disarmed after the departure of the Soviets—
to join the army through competitive examinations 
held across the country.51 interestingly, most afghan 
officers now receive their training from the u.S. 
and turkey, the same countries that first helped to 
modernize the national army in the 20th century.52 

“throughout history, there has been a friendship 
between afghanistan and turkey,” said a former 
turkish task force commander in afghanistan. 
“turkey has been providing training to the afghan 
army since the 1920s.”53

the West Point-modeled, four-year-long military 
academy program provides both a university degree 
and a commission to highly qualified cadets, while 
the French Officer academy provides an eight-week 
continuing education package for already com-
missioned officers with previous unit experience. 
theoretically, the academy can commission up to 
300 officers per year, but the class of 2009, which 
started with 120 cadets, has only 91 remaining, 
and the class of 2010, which started with 270, has 
shrunk to 239.54 as for the French Officer academy, 
some critics point out that it provides only “continu-
ation training,” that it “did not produce consistent 
results,” and “was training the officers to control all 
the aspects of the company.”55 as the burgeoning 
afghan army requires a rapid expansion of its junior 
officer corps, a six-month-long officer cadet course 
for university graduates, based on the British Mili-
tary academy at Sandhurst, was also introduced.56 
this 23-week-long officer cadet course at Officer 
cadet School (OcS) helps to quickly fill the army 
with much-needed junior officers.

india, neither an iSaF nor a natO member, 
deployed a military team to afghanistan in mid-2007 
to conduct infantry training on weapons handling, 
map reading, and battalion-level staff work.57 

Afghan National Army trainees at the Kabul Military Training Center, 24 February 2007.
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Formal education for senior commanders on a wide 
range of topics is catered through a Senior com-
mand and Staff course at the afghan War college, 
which opened its doors on 28 October 2006.58 

at first, afghan army officials were alarmed 
by the high disqualification rate among recruits 
during the initial screening process, attributing it 
to miscommunication over pay and training, bogus 
promises, and recruits being “forced to join under 
quotas imposed by local militia commanders.”59 
During the inaugural recruitment drive for the 
army’s first kandak, “more than 500 showed up, 
but nearly half of them dropped out due to misun-
derstandings, among which were the pay rate and 
the belief that trainees would be taken to the u.S. 
and taught to speak english and to read and write. 
Some of the recruits were under 18 years of age 
and most were illiterate. Recruits who only spoke 
Pashto had difficulties because instructions were 
given through interpreters who spoke Dari.”60 even 
OcS was not spared. “We began on day one at 0730 
with 189 students, and by 1000 hours we were down 
to 111, give or take a few. the army decided that 
some of these university graduates were not up to 
the required education standard,” said British army 
captain Danny O’connor, a former OcS instruc-
tor.61 another trainer added that “connecting with 
the afghans is not always easy, although they are 
cooperative.”62 

Ground realities indicate “afghan commanders 
and soldiers complain of poor pay, faulty weapons, 
ammunition shortages and lack of protective gear. 
u.S. trainers, while praising afghan soldiers for 
their bravery, complain of slovenly appearance, lack 
of discipline, petty theft, mistreated equipment and 
infiltration of the army by taliban spies or soldiers 
who sell information.”63 Despite the afghan army’s 
stringent screening process, anti-government infil-
trators were caught “trying to get information that 
was inappropriate for their job descriptions.”64 to 
prevent undesirable elements infiltrating the army, 
more stringent security checks were implemented. 
today, all prospective recruits require a tribal elder 
or mullah (religious teacher) to personally vouch 
for them.65 Recruitment standards have also been 
tightened. “Previously, there was a need to produce 
large numbers of soldiers but now we focus on qual-
ity instead of quantity,” explained a Kabul Military 
training center commander.66 

Besides the initial screening problems faced by 
trainers, various other learning challenges included 
the requirement for training and familiarization on 
the plethora of Soviet-bloc weapons in the afghan 
army inventory, such as the t-62 Main Battle tank.67 
at other times, instructors were faced with decrepit 
training aids and incompatible and incomplete 
equipment. For example, aiming sights for the Rus-
sian SPG-9 recoilless gun were missing, and plot-
ting boards and aiming circles for artillery targeting 
were lacking. Moreover, mortar tubes, though avail-
able, were from three different countries.68 Such 
issues were not confined to early army units. By 
late 2005, newly minted units still lacked both the 
quality and quantity of equipment required, and in 
early 2008 only 82 of the 132 122mm D-30 howit-
zers utilized by artillery batteries were functional.69 
even higher echelons had inferior equipment. an 
afghan brigade commander said he spent $250 of 
his $400 monthly salary on phone cards because his 
personal cell phone was his only reliable means of 
communicating with his commanders.70 

the other issue that transcends all facets of the 
afghan army is the officer-ncO divide. u.S. army 
captain charles Di leonardo, who mentored an 
afghan army weapons company, remembers, “the 
ncOs in the company had no power, and the 1st 
sergeant was there for making chai [tea] and bring-
ing it for the officers. there were also trust problems 
between the officers and the ncOs.”71 this divide 
was apparent during a field training session. in the 
mortar platoon, “the platoon leader was control-
ling all the soldiers and . . . the ncOs would just 
stand there looking around like overpaid privates.” 
in the anti-armor platoon, “except for the platoon 
sergeant, there was little ncO involvement.” and in 
the scout platoon, “soldiers took off their helmets, 
boots, and blouses and went to sleep” when the 
platoon leader was not in their immediate vicinity. 
however, when it came to physical training (Pt), 

…the platoon leader was  
controlling all the soldiers and…

the NCOs would just stand  
there looking around like  

overpaid privates.
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“not one officer showed up for Pt.” however, this 
absence of officers at Pt actually proved beneficial. 
the ncOs used this as an opportunity to move into 
leadership roles and slowly gain confidence in all 
facets of training.72 

the officer-ncO divide is due to “cultural and 
societal problems,” remarked command Sergeant 
Major Daniel R. Wood. “typically, ncOs didn’t 
get a lot of respect under the old regime. lieuten-
ants and captains made all the decisions at the unit 
level, and they had captains or majors doing what 
we would consider ncO work at higher levels.”73 
With such traditions seemingly immutable, “many 
officers remain reluctant to accept an expanded role 
for ncOs,” and the development of a professional 
ncO corps meets with initial scepticism.74 

a case in point is the appointment of Roshan Safi as 
the first Sergeant Major of the afghan army, a move 
that was made “to please the americans,” according 
to command Sergeant Major thomas Gills, for-
merly at cStc-a. Since his appointment, Safi, who 
attended the u.S. army Sergeants Major academy 
and graduated as the best international student, has 
been “fixing issues that the corps commander hasn’t 
been able to fix.” living up to his name (“roshan” 
means “light”), Sergeant Major Safi has been a 
beacon in the ncO development of the army and an 
invaluable adviser to General Bismullah Khan.75 

the individual soldier also faces problems with 
that most basic benefit taken for granted in First 
World militaries: his salary. an afghan army com-
pany commander said that he was starting to see 
attrition among his forces. he said that because it 
was a volunteer army, the soldiers would occasion-
ally leave, never to return, and that he was currently 
at about 70 percent strength. he also said that many 
of the soldiers were barely literate, and the reason 
many of the soldiers were leaving was that the pay 
was “extremely poor.”76 

Recently, the taliban have exploited this weak-
ness and stepped up their recruiting efforts by offer-
ing almost three times the daily pay for a soldier: up 
to $300 a month versus the $70 a month earned by 
a first-year private. an afghan official, who spoke 
on condition of anonymity, said that the “basic pay 
of $70 a month was a lot of money in 2003, but it 
is harder to recruit people to fight in a bitter insur-
gency now.”77 Moving up the chain of command, 
the monthly salary in 2006 was $180 for the top 

enlisted man, $160 for a second lieutenant, and $850 
for a general. By 2008, each was only $30 a month 
higher.78 in many instances, general officers have not 
been paid in months, but still continue to serve.79 

the taliban often entice tribesmen and farmers 
with a variety of offers on a “seasonal” basis in 
different provinces, including “piece-rates of $10 
to $20 a day for joining a given attack on Western 
forces,” $15 to launch a single mortar round into 
nearby coalition military bases, and $1,000 for 
the head of a government worker or a foreigner.80 
a 205th corps officer believes the taliban’s cash 
comes from Pakistan and the flourishing drug trade. 
in addition, afghan officials believe that certain 
arab countries are also funding the insurgency.81 

Beyond the lure of cash, lieutenant colonel 
David hammond of the British Parachute Regiment 
highlighted the intangible benefits the insurgents 
offered: “if you were a lad in the hills and you were 
offered $12 to stay local, or you could take $4 and 
fight miles away from home, which would you 
do?”82 Fighting miles away from home has certain 
operational disadvantages. afghanistan’s minister 
adviser for tribal affairs and former governor of 
uruzgan, Jan Mohamed Khan, says that certain 
army units have not performed well because “they 
are from the north” and unfamiliar with both the 
terrain and people of “the south” (e.g. uruzgan, hel-
mand, and Kandahar).83 coalition forces, though, 
would argue that in many instances non-local units 
are the only way to combat corruption because they 
have no connections in the province.84 

lastly, the taliban often field better and larger 
caliber weapons as compared to the afghan army, 
including heavy machine guns, mortars, and some-
times even recoilless rifles.85 in the meantime, army 

The Taliban [offer]…“piece-rates of 
$10 to $20 a day for joining a given 

attack on Western forces,”  
$15 to launch a single mortar round 
into nearby coalition military bases, 

and $1,000 for the head of a  
government worker or a foreigner.
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units that have not received improved weapons 
continue to operate with “recycled” weapons taken 
from militias, with some rifles lacking even the 
basic aiming sights.86 

in addition to the above mentioned pay issues, 
there are a multitude of other reasons why army 
soldiers desert their posts and go absent without 
leave (aWOl). Often, “a reluctance to fight along-
side foreigners against countrymen and a need to 
bring money to families in remote villages or help 
at harvest time,” is exacerbated by “poor conditions 
and fierce resistance from the taliban [and] the 
absence of a banking system [that] prevents them 
from sending money to their families.”87 Besides 
the “monthly aWOl tendencies,” two seasonal 
events cause the mass exodus of soldiers to their 
hometowns. the first is the holy month of Ramadan, 
especially the week following Eid-il-Fitr (the end 
of Ramadan), when families gather for celebration 
and feasts marking the end to the fasting period. the 
other is winter, when the cold, inadequate supplies, 
and poor living conditions make living in the field 
intolerable.88 in late 2006, each 611-billet kandak 
had only about 428 men assigned (70 percent), 
and out of that reduced personnel pool, only about 
300 actually showed up for formations (another 70 
percent). cStc-a, in partnership with the afghan 
army, aims to improve the manning assignment 
rate to 85 percent with 80 percent of them turning 
up for duty.89

to solve these problems, the afghan army uses 
the carrot-and-stick approach of both inducements 
and discipline. One important “carrot” is a pay 
raise. a spokesman for the afghan Ministry of 
Defense said that “the government had enhanced 
the salaries of ana soldiers from 80 to 100 dol-
lars per month [and] soldiers who wanted to renew 
their contract [three-year reenlistment for soldiers 
and a five-year re-enlistment for ncOs] would get 
another raise of $35 in their monthly salaries.”90 to 
help get reliable equipment and greater protection 
to field units, iSaF-partner nations have delivered 
substantial amounts of materiel in the forms of 
small arms, up-armored hMMWVs to replace the 
unprotected Ford Ranger pick-up trucks, howitzers, 
Mi-17 and Mi-35 helicopters, leopard tanks, and 
armored personnel carriers.91 as for the “stick,” the 
afghan army’s chief of operations acknowledged 
the “problems, particularly the problem of attrition 

and desertion,” and proposed a regimental solution 
to ensure that those who go aWOl are apprehended 
and face military justice.92

With the steady delivery of aid and improvements 
in soldiers’ welfare, the overall absentee rate was 
reduced in 2007 from the peak of 38 percent to 12 
percent, and by early 2008 it stood at 10 percent.93 
concurrently, with careful attention to soldiers’ 
needs, army retention rates rose from 35 percent in 
mid-2006 to the current year-to-date averages of 50 
percent for soldiers and 56 percent for ncOs.94 this 
success can be credited to the army’s recognition of 
the need to adapt Western standards of discipline 
and concern for soldiers. in March of 2007, the 
army’s chief of staff proposed the creation of a 
flexible schedule that would incorporate active duty, 
training, and liberal leave to give soldiers time to 
visit families, stay closer to home, and maintain unit 
cohesion by remaining with their designated units. 
“in the ana, we have a commitment to each other,” 
announced General Khan. “if the soldiers can learn 
to follow orders and do what we ask, then we must 
do what we can to care for our subordinates, which 
means finding a better way for our men to serve 
their country . . . it is our job to make their choice 
as a soldier easier.”95

the afghan army’s legal system has also been 
established to enforce the basic rights of soldiers. it 
aims to eradicate ill treatment of soldiers by officers 
who mete out punishment contrary to army policies. 
in late 2006, the former chief of staff of the 201st 
corps’ 2d Brigade tested the resolve of the army’s 
judge advocate and ended up on the receiving end 

British Army Cpl. Matt Madine, assigned to the Royal 
Military Police, uses rocks to demonstrate foot patrol 
formations in Musa Quela, Afghanistan, 12 June 2008. 
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of a six-month jail sentence with three years’ proba-
tion for striking a soldier.96 

these developments may be harbingers of good 
things to come. the army “has really been strug-
gling onto its feet, and it’s probably not even now 
fully on them. But there is potential. the basic 
material is as good as i’ve seen anywhere in the 
world,” said colonel Paul Farrar, a British officer 
with 32 years of service and no stranger to training 
foreign armies.97 another officer said, “the afghan 
national army itself is growing not only in size, 
but it seems that they’re growing smarter in the way 
they do things.”98 

even though progress is underway, the develop-
ment of a fully professional army requires much 
more patience. Staff Sergeant George Beck Jr., a 
u.S. military adviser, provided an apt analogy: 
“it’s all about crawl, walk, run. Right now, the 
afghan army is at a crawl. in a few more years, it 
will walk, and in 10, it will run. then we can all 
go home.”99 is the afghan army a capable force or 
merely a paper army? indicators show that the army 
is growing steadily and material aid is flowing in, 
mainly from the u.S. however, gauging the army’s 
quality requires examining reports from the field to 
obtain a current operating picture.

Current Operating Picture 
today, more than two dozen afghan army battal-

ions and air corps squadrons are capable of “operat-
ing on their own with minimal support from u.S. 
or coalition forces,” while two units were validated 
as being operationally independent in March 2008. 
two years ago, no unit was even close to that.100 
even so, despite the efforts of trainers from first-
class armies, some quarters still report that the 
army “remains an ill-disciplined force weakened 
by drug abuse and desertion” and that there is a 
need to foster “national ethics rather than tribal 
belief.”101 according to these reports, “young and 
poorly-equipped afghan troops have either broken 
under fire during battles with superior taliban fight-
ers or were ‘trigger happy’ soldiers who shot at the 
slightest excuse.”102 

the British army, the leading and largest mili-
tary contingent in the restive southern province of 
helmand, has taken on the dual role of training 
and mentoring afghan army units in its areas of 
operation.103 to date, feedback on the afghan army 

from members of the British operational mentor 
and liaison team has been mixed. in regard to 
afghan soldiers, some team members have reported 
instances of cowardice under fire, a dislike for 
patrols, a tendency to extort locals, and a penchant 
for smoking illicit substances. a local tribal elder 
even claimed that on any given day, as many as half 
of the soldiers in helmand are high on hashish.104 
it is hardly surprising to hear one British ncO 
exclaim, “One guy threatened to shoot me. We had 
no powers to discipline them.”105 two american 
service members were not fortunate enough to 
avoid being shot. they were fatally wounded by an 
afghan army soldier outside a top-security prison 
at Pul-e-charkhi (east of Kabul) in May 2006.106 
another coalition soldier said that “at the moment, 
the afghan army is not trained to the degree where 
they can maneuver. When our troops are attacked, 
they aren’t in a position to come and help us.”107 

afghanistan’s internal intelligence services have 
also arrested several afghan officers, including a 
former chief of weapon depots in Khirabad (south 
of Kabul) for trafficking “150 boxes of Kalash-
nikov rounds and other arms” from Kabul to the 
taliban in the neighboring province of logar.108 
Such instances have contributed to accusations 
that “increasing corruption in the government and 
the national army are spreading the power base of 
the taliban.”109 

Other quarters have praised the army for its will-
ingness to learn and its gallant performances in the 
field. captain Matthew Williams found the army’s 
progress impressive. “the highlight of my tour 
has been finding out that the ana we had helped 
train had captured a key taliban leader; this really 
shows the progress that has been made,” said the 
British Royal Marine. “We trained them and then 
they completed the operation on their own; it is 
really gratifying to see.”110 Still, problems abound 
for future trainers, including cultural differences; 
misunderstandings brought on by different work 

“We trained them and then 
they completed the  

operation on their own;  
it is really gratifying to see.”
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ethics applied to such things as equipment mainte-
nance; language barriers; and the average afghan 
soldier’s ability to absorb and act on information 
and make decisions.111

the afghan army may be young and plagued 
with many problems, but it is currently the only 
effective tool of the central government. Prior to the 
presidential elections in September 2004, the army 
deployed two kandaks to the western province of 
herat in a show of force to keep in check rival fac-
tions that threatened the pre-election stability. two 
years later, army units again deployed to herat when 
violent clashes erupted between militia groups com-
manded by arbab Baseer and amanullah Khan in 
the Shindand district. Order came after the army’s 
arrival, but not before 32 persons were killed and 
numerous others were wounded.112 an afghan lieu-
tenant concluded, “the afghan national army is 
the spine of this country and of our president. the 
central government can defend itself now.” 

however, another officer provided a more somber 
assessment, saying, “a few months of training are 
not going to make an illiterate young afghan boy a 
soldier. it takes time to build an army. the u.S. mili-

tary is the backbone of the ana. Without them, the 
ana couldn’t stand alone.”113 the former statement 
highlights the optimism among the afghan army, 
but the latter speaks an uncomfortable truth.

to achieve operational readiness to assume con-
trol of afghanistan’s security, the army requires 
substantial and constant material aid as well as 
mentoring to eradicate seemingly immutable tradi-
tions like the ncO-officer divide. thus far, iSaF 
partnerships and mentoring have imbued the army 
with valuable skills, experience, and insights into 
how professional militaries conduct operations. in 
the afghan capital, joint operations enabled mixed 
iSaF and afghan army units to man checkpoints and 
conduct personnel and vehicle searches.114 in uruz-
gan province, the Dutch mentoring and liaison team 
conducted train-the-trainer programs in partnership 
with selected afghan army instructors. “the ana 
instructors are more than qualified to deliver and run 
this course,” said Dutch Major Marloes Visser. “this 
is another strong indication of the growing strength 
of the ana.”115 in Kabul, it is not the coalition, but 
afghans who train their countrymen and almost all 
of the classes are afghan-led.116

U.S. and Afghan National Army Soldiers conduct a transition of authority ceremony at the district center in Bak,  
Afghanistan, 16 August 2008. 
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Meanwhile, in the southeastern province of 
Zabul, close cooperation between Romanian and 
afghan forces have resulted in hundreds of joint 
security patrols and the establishment of a combined 
quick-reaction force able to provide immediate 
assistance throughout the province. “even though 
there are differences in tactics, languages, equip-
ment, and culture, our overall mission—providing a 
secure environment for the people of Zabul—is the 
same. it is this overall goal that binds us together,” 
says Romanian captain Mihai Marius.117 

Where mentoring has been lacking, the growth 
of the army has slowed, halted, and in some cases, 
backtracked. u.S. army engineers have trained 
afghan sappers “with an emphasis on mine war-
fare, basic demolitions, and combat construction 
[focused on wire obstacles and survivability posi-
tions].”118 Problems began to surface when the 
sappers were deployed to their respective areas of 
operation and, due to a lack of collective training 
and a shortage of project management skills, their 
ability to contribute to the overall mission was 
severely restricted. the sapper companies ended 
up being utilized as infantry instead of engineers, 
a move no doubt taken because of the shortage of 
manpower due to staffing and aWOl issues.119 

continued mentoring is vital to the afghan 
army’s maturity. the hands-on approach has 
allowed afghans to gain confidence in their own 
army and show the locals the great strides it has 
taken. “if a squad of our guys goes out, a platoon 
of their guys goes out; if a platoon of our guys goes 
out, a company of their guys goes out,” said a con-
necticut national Guardsman. “We will not go into 
a compound by ourselves. We do not kick down 
doors anymore; those days are over. they kick the 
door down or knock on the door. We’re providing 
the additional security—the big guns so nobody 
messes with them.”120 another mentor concurred 
that “it’s better that the ana do it their way than 
us telling them how to do it.”121

Warfighting is just one of a number of skills 
expected of militaries, so the army has trained for 
operations other than war. early in 2006, the 203d 
corps conducted the army’s first Medical civilian 
assistance Program in the eastern province of Khost 
to test the support system and to build trust in the 
army and its abilities.122 During torrential rains 
which led to numerous floods across afghanistan 

in 2007, the army was instrumental in the success 
of humanitarian and disaster relief operations. Such 
operations are now second nature to it. 

in July 2007, the army reached a milestone when 
Major General abdul Khaliq, commander of 203d 
corps, became the commanding general during 
Operation Maiwand in the taliban stronghold of 
the andar district of Ghazni province. his mission 
involved over 1,000 afghan and 400 u.S. military 
personnel and was the first large-scale operation 
the afghans planned and executed. afghan staff 
planners gained confidence and valuable experi-
ence in command and control, which today allows 
them to lead two-thirds of the operations in which 
they are involved and continue the afghaniza-
tion of military operations which “is vital if the 
problems of civilian casualties is to be addressed 
effectively.”123 american commanders praised the 
continued improvement of the afghan army, but 
wisely cautioned against over-expectations as the 
army still relies heavily on coalition air, medical, 
and logistical support.124 

Still, the confidence imbued into battle-hardened 
units enabled the army to build on past experiences 
and play key roles in myriad operations against 
taliban strongholds in southern afghanistan. in 
august 2007, the army planned and executed its 
first combined arms live-fire exercise, which tested 
the capability of its infantry and armor in a variety 
of challenging combat scenarios while supported 
by its own artillery, medical, and air assets.125 More 
recently, it took responsibility for printing material 
required for administration, training, recruitment, 
and logistical support.126

unfortunately, an unprofessional and corrupt 
afghan national Police has increased the army’s 
burden in upholding security. During the Kabul 
riots in May 2006, afghan police officers report-
edly abandoned their posts, with some even taking 
off their uniforms and joining the rampaging loot-
ers.127 While rioters took over the streets, interior 
Ministry officials in charge of the police “took their 
phones off the hook, and [President] Karzai failed 
to make a public statement on tV until the riots, 
lasting some eight hours, had run their course.”128 
ultimately, the afghan army’s presence calmed the 
situation. Kabul residents said the formation of the 
army was the only “decent thing” President Karzai 
has done thus far during his presidency. “now the 
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soldiers are here. the police can’t steal and hassle 
people and we feel safe!” exclaimed a shopkeeper 
in Kabul.129 

“the people fear the police more than they do the 
taliban, and until we can get that fixed, it’s going to 
be a long road” said a u.S. captain.130 in the “single 
largest, most comprehensive public opinion poll ever 
conducted in afghanistan” (by the asia Foundation 
between June and august 2006), 87 percent of the 
6,226 respondents indicated that they trusted the 
army, leading the afghan police (surprisingly at 86 
percent), electronic media (84 percent), print media 
(77 percent), nongovernmental organizations (57 
percent), political parties (44 percent), justice system 
(38 percent), and local militias (31 percent).131 con-
currently, the public perceives the afghan army as 
the least corrupt institution in the country.132 

Friction between the police and the army has 
sometimes resulted in armed confrontations 
between them. an accident involving their vehicles 
in the northern province of Parwan sparked a heated 
argument and gun battle, during which soldiers shot 
a policeman dead.133 a month later in the southern 
province of Ghazni, the soldiers and police almost 
came to blows when locals beat up a police officer 
accused of stealing from a shop keeper. the police 
took the side of the accused officer while the army 
sided with the locals. the tension escalated with 
the gathering of more members from both sides. 
Warning shots followed, and tensions rose when 
“the yelling increased, followed by the unmistak-
able sound of numerous rifles being locked and 
loaded.”134 a gun battle was narrowly averted thanks 
to the actions of u.S. Soldiers in the vicinity. 

colonel Matiollah Khan, a fearless fighter with a 
wealth of experience in securing the main highways 
in the restive provinces of uruzgan, helmand, and 
Kandahar, depicts the afghan army and the police 
as close security partners and says there has never 
been any hint of friction during any operation in 
which he has taken part.135 the level of animosity 

between the two forces may be difficult to gauge, 
but the undeniable truth is that in places where 
a security void exists, anti-government elements 
create a parallel quasi-governmental infrastructure 
that threatens afghan democracy and stability. 
When coupled with corruption in the government 
and the people’s ever-increasing lack of trust, the 
future of afghanistan is in a perilous situation.136 

afghanistan seeks closer cooperation with its 
neighbors as well as equipment, mentorship, and 
aid from international partners. During a tour of 
an army training installation with u.S. Defense 
Secretary Robert Gates in mid-2007, General 
Khan remarked that afghanistan was not getting 
enough cooperation from Pakistan in information 
sharing and joint training exercises. “We have a 
relationship, of course, under the coordination of 
the united States,” Khan said, “But the cooperation 
that we need, unfortunately, we don’t get.”137 these 
remarks came after a joint intelligence team from 
natO, afghanistan, and Pakistan began operat-
ing in Kabul in early 2007 to enhance information 
sharing. With cross-border infiltration a perennial 
hindrance to afghan security, Minister Wardak 
recently proposed the creation of a “combined joint 
task force for coalition, afghan and Pakistan to be 
able to operate on both sides of the border, regard-
less of which side.”138 

Will the army be ready to take over responsibil-
ity for security and fulfill its role as the sentinel of 
afghan democracy? the jury is still out. Reports of 
heroics in the battlefield and the genuine eagerness 
of its young recruits to make a difference in their 
country’s future intertwine with accusations of drug 
abuse and dereliction of duty, portraying the army 
as a trigger-happy and ill-disciplined force. can it 
stand on its own without coalition support if iSaF 
troops withdraw? Brigadier General tim Grant, the 
former commander of canadian Forces in afghani-
stan, provided a candid assessment: “can we fix 
them in two years? i am not sure. We can certainly 
make them much better than they are in two years, 
and that’s where our focus is right now.”139 

Conclusion 
the afghan army has been a beacon of hope 

and a shining example of what afghans can 
achieve through cooperation and ethnic cohesion. 
it has made phenomenal progress and tremendous 

“The people fear the police 
more than they do the Taliban, 
and until we can get that fixed, 

it’s going to be a long road”
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improvements since its formation, but there are 
still many issues to address if it is to become the 
protector of afghan democracy and territorial 
integrity. not surprisingly, the solutions to these 
issues are in the hands of both the afghans and the 
international community. 

the afghans often find themselves in all-too-
familiar Catch-22 situations. they want to increase 
the salary of their soldiers, but budgetary restric-
tions constrain them; they seek more operational 
responsibility, but find that their forces are under-
manned and often outgunned. they are trying to 
balance the quantity and quality of the army in an 
environment of constrained resources. 

Only the afghans themselves can decrease absen-
tee rates and improve the retention rates of their 
soldiers. Similarly, discipline and professionalism 
can only be instilled into an institution by the people 
who define the institution—the officers and the men 
of the army. Only afghans can eradicate negative 
cultural norms such as the ncO-officer divide, 
inculcate loyalty to national ethics rather than tribal 
beliefs, and stem the seasonal exodus of personnel 
that reduce the army’s operational capability. Only 
the afghans can breathe a soul into their army. 

the international community must realize two 
very important truths. First, the afghan army will 
require financial support, professional mentoring, 
and military partnerships for many years to come. 
three decades of fighting have made afghanistan 
what it is today, and it may take an equal number 
of years of peace to turn the country around. no 
superficial milestone or declaration of force capa-
bility will be able to hide operational deficiencies 
should coalition forces leave the afghans to “go 
it alone.” One only has to recall the army of the 

Republic of Vietnam and the fate of South Vietnam 
during the Second indo-china War. Mentoring the 
army transcends merely showing afghans what to 
do: it requires developing mutual respect; prepar-
ing soldiers to be mentors; and understanding local 
culture, religion, and social norms. Sustaining the 
partnership between coalition and afghan army 
requires a large amount of patience. Soldiers from 
militaries with long and established histories often 
expect an army that is only six years old to pos-
sess values that take a generation to build. But it 
is only through mentoring and patient partnership 
that the newly minted second lieutenants and the 
fresh-face privates of today will be able to lead the 
afghan army professionally as the flag officers and 
senior enlisted personnel of tomorrow. Forcing the 
army to assume too much responsibility while it is 
still unprepared for it is not an exit strategy. it is a 
recipe for disaster and an invitation to do it all again 
sometime in the future. 

Second, creating, mentoring, and partnering an 
operationally ready afghan army is not the sole 
responsibility of the united States. all coalition 
partners must play active roles, from contributing 
equipment and providing education to conducting 
joint training with army units in the provinces. 
irrelevant or non-compatible aid simply creates 
more friction and hinders the army’s progress. as 
Secretary Gates aptly explained, “Going forward, 
the success afghanistan has achieved must not be 
allowed to slip away through neglect or lack of 
political will or resolve. [after all], afghanistan is 
a mission in which there is virtually no dispute over 
its justness, necessity, or international legitimacy. 
Our failure to get the job done would be a mark of 
shame.”140  MR 
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